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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, OLIvER L. NEAL, of 

Waltham, in the county of Middlesex and State 
of _Massachusetts, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Screw, Drill, and 
other Tool Drivers, of which the following is 
a full, clear, and exact description. . 
This invention more particularly relates to 

that class of tools-as, for instance, screw 
drivers and drills-iu which the tool is se 
cured in a socket or holder and through said 
holder rotated. 
The improvements of this invention consist 

in a construction, substantially such as here 
inafter described, of the holder whereby, as 
may be described, a greater or less number of 
rotations of the tool from the rotation of the 
holder may be secured. 
The inventionis illustrated in the accompa 

nying drawings in connection with a screw 
driving` tool, and Figure lis an elevationshow 
ing the tool as grasped by the fingers of the 
hand and as the same is to be used. Fig. 2 is 
a central longitudinal section on an enlarged 
scale. Fig. 3 is a cross-section on line 3 3, 
Fig. 2. 

In the drawings, A represents the blunt 
chisel-like end of a shank, B, which shank 
in the use of the tool is entered into the nick 
of the screw-head to be turned by it. This 
shank B is secured by a set-screw, a, in a socket 
or head, O, at one end of a spindle, D, which 
is surrounded by a loose sleeve, E, confined 
against lengthwise movement on the spindle be 
tween a shoulder, F, provided with a pinion 
wheel, G, and a cross-pin, b, of the spindle. _ 
The tool-carrying spindle D and its sleeve 

E are ineased in a tube or barrel, H,which the 
sleeve fits friction tight, and so inserted the 
pinion-wheel is meshed with a gear-wheel, J, 
of a stud, K, turning in bearings of a yoke, L, 
attached to said barrel H, and having a pinion 
gear-wheel, M, meshing with a gear-wheel, N, 
at one end of a longitudinally-milled sleeve, 
O, the body or handle proper of the screw 
driver. The sleeve O is free to turn upon and 
incases the barrel H, and it is conñned end to 
end thereon betweenashoulder, P, of the yoke 
L, and the shoulder or endQ of a cap, It, fast 
ened by a cross~pin, d, to and capping the bar 
rel H. This cap R has a concave cross-piece, 
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S, for a rest of the foreünger of the hand,with 
the thumb and second ñngergrasping thehan 
dle O on its opposite sides, Fig. l. The han 
dle, grasped by the thumb and second ñnger 
of the hand and the foreiinger on the rest S, as 
above stated,on being turned through its gear 
wheel N,meshiug with the pinion M of the stud 
K, rotates said pinion and stud, and the so 
turning of the stud through its gear J, mesh 
ing with the pinion G of the spindle D, to 
which the shank B,having the chisel-like end 
A, is attached, turns said shank,and thus with 
said chisel end insertedin the nick of ascrew 
head the screw is turned, and in the same di 
rection as that in which the handle O of the 
screw-driver is turned. ‘ 
A screw - driver constructed as described, 

with a proper relative arrangement of the gear 
and pinion wheels G .I M N, enables a screw 
operated upon by it, as above stated,to be given 
a greater or less number of turns than that 
given the handle R. As most preferable, the 
said train of meshing wheelsbetween thehan 
dle O of the driverand thespindleD, to which 
the tool is attached, is to be such as to secure 
from the turning of said handle an increased 
number of turns of the tool or rather of the 
screw with which the chisel-like end A of the 
tool is engaged, the advantages of which are 
obvious’. The meshing wheels described, how 
ever, may be arranged'for a reduced number 
of turns to be given to the screw as compared 
with the number of turns of the handle O, such 
arrangement requiring only,a change in the 
meshing wheels bya substitution of others for 
them, and so that the turns,whicl1 are required 
for the screw from the turning of the handle, 
will be secured. 
The chisel-like end A may be dispensed with 

and other well-known forms for securing an 
eugagementbetween it (or, in other words, the 
screw-driver andthe screw to be turned byits 
use) substituted therefor, and the invention 
herein described is also applicable as well to 
drills, reamers, and countersinks as to screw 
drivers, and also to other tools. 
Having thus described my in_vention, I 

claim~ 
l. In combination, a tool, such as a screw 

driver, drill, &c., carried by a spindle, D, in~ 
cased and turning in a barrel, H, a handle, O, 
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turning upon said barrel, and :Ltrain of mesh~ 
ing wheels connecting the tool and said han 
dle, substuntiullyas described, for the purpose 
specified. Y 

2. In combination, a tool, such as a screw 
' driver, drill, 85e., curriedby a spindle, D, in 
cased and turning;` in u barrel, H, a hendle,0, 
turning upon,nnd a finger-rest, S, attached to, 
said barrel, and a train of meshing` Wheels con 

Io necting the tool and handle, substantially as 
described, for the purpose specified. 

3. In combination, a tool, such as a screw 
driver, drill, Src., carried b__v a spindle, D, a 

sleeve, E, in which said spindle turns, a barrel, 
H, fitting said sleeve friction tight, a handle, 15 
O, turning on said barrel H, and a. train of 
meshing gears connecting the tool and handle, 
substantially as described, for the purpose 
specified. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 2o 
my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
Witnesses. 

O. L. NEAL. 
“lith esses: 

ALBERT NV. BROWN, 
KATE E. BELLoWs. 


